


llooppOSXP (hybrid-version osx and xp)
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so this is the first tiny lloopp for both, osx and windowsXP.
tiny, because there are currently only a very few things ready:
ho_st, buffer_host, flop, modul.ator, movekeys, sinus, vbap@,gg.rainer

only for the brave, because its very rarely documented, or lets say,
info-sections are not updated, and well you will miss some acts...

...
the main changes for the user are:
- every act is now custumizeable in
the sizes of any user-interface, and the window-size itself.
- the preset-section is standardizised, and offers some new features, more to come.
- every act comes without a frame, move the windows by draging in the upper left corner.
...

this new version is not backwards-compatible!
any feedback is welcome of course, especially bug-reports.
there is no documentation than this below so far, so please tell
me, what stays unclear,  any help on that documention is highly
appreciated.





you need to get the latest max/msp (4.5.5) from cycling74.com !
osx:
you can switch between the old version and this one easily, by
exchanging the two folders (lloopp.externals and lloopp.presets)
in 
:/Library/Application Support/Cycling '74/
put the currently unused folders somewhere outside of max' searchpath
(eg. your home-directory), but KEEP THEM, and do NOT replace them.
so putting the two folders in .../Cycling '74/ is all you have to do for installation.
xp:
you have to replace some externals from the current official max-version:
in the unzipped archive is a folder called "windows_only"
inside there is "replace_in_externals". replace the 4 files from inside there
in C:/Programme/Gemeinsame Dateien/Cycling '74/externals/
(please, somebody tell me the english path of that...)
then you have to put one file in the init-folder.
find the folder "put_into_init" in "windows_only",
and put the file "llooppw-objectmappings.txt" into
C:/Programme/Gemeinsame Dateien/Cycling '74/init/
both:
restart max.
open the file called
"lloopp.pat"
watch the max-window if there are any errors
(you can bring the max-window to front with apple-m respectively Strg-m on windows.
only lines starting with "error:...." are errors.)

ho_st
ok, hopefully now you have a patch that is labeled with "ho_st1"
first thing to get used to is how to move the window:
click on the left side of the label ("ho_st1") and drag.
second thing is clicking on the right side.
a menu will pop up, that holds several options.
this will be like this in all other acts.
in ho_st you get:
-info: open the info patch (same as the yello "i" before)
-titlebar: show/hide the titlebar (this is mainly important for programming)
-all_titlebars: titlebars of all acts 
-clientwindow: something i will explain later 
-menubar: show/hide the max-menu-bar on top of the screen 
-dsp(audio_settings): open the audio-settings-window 
-tetris: open tetris, the interface to customize acts 
-screen: open/close the black background 
-refresh: sometimes necessary in 4.5.5. refreshes the graphic of the screen.
-masterplugs: not working yet 
-clean: only if not in runtime: prevents save-dialoges when closing acts
-nan_clear: not working yet
-stopwatch: sets/starts the stopwatch at the bottom of ho_st
-clock: resets the clock to clock-mode 
-close: closes the ho_st-window 
-closeall: closes all acts except ho_st and buffer_host
-subpatch: opens the subpatches for programming and debugging


if you followed until now, please open a modul.ator by selecting it from the act_menu.
the dark-grey one that reads buffer_host at startup.

modul.ator
first to say, there is the same label like in ho_st, now of course reading "modul.ator1".
move the window on its left side, get the title_menu on the right side.
this title_menu has the following entries:
-info: open the info patch (same as the yello "i" before)
-titlebar: show/hide the titlebar (this is mainly important for programming)
-clientwindow: opens a window that shows all the parameters of this act.
this is not especially usefull, but gives an overview of the current setting,
even if parameters are currently hidden by tetris.
-storagewindow: opens a window that shows all stored presets.
which is also not especially useful...
-set_active: this is very usefull and was formely known as include/exclude parameters.
any parameter that is black (blak background) here will be affected by preset-changes, white 
ones will be ignored respectively they will be let untouched.
(there are some parameters logically set to non-active by default)
(in clientwindow and storagewindow non-active parameters are greyed-out)
-green_only: formerly known as "nurgruen". when using the preset-grid this will lock
the white fields to white (avoiding accidentially storing new presets).
 -close: close the act
 -subpatch: opens the subpatches for programming and debugging

presets
for testing the presets lets make the modul.ator sing:
switch to signal-mode by clicking the toggle left of the green "-no-".
the two menus (act_menu, par_menu) will turn blue.
now choose ho_st1 in the left menu and out_l in the right menu.
then turn on the "ON" button in modul.ator and in "ho_st".
"volume" in modul.ator is the strange-colored slider ("high_slider") left of "512".
now click into the presets-grid ("presets_LCD") very left of the patch to store this
setting. then change lets say the frequency by clicking in the wide slider on top,
(left of "modul.ator1"). click in another grid-field.
then click into the waveform and draw another shape, then click in yet another
empty (white) grid-field.
now click the green grids.
new in this version is, that a modul.ators waveform is directly set by presets.
now click/drag into the number between the grid and "modul.ator1", to set a
preset-ramp in milliseconds. then try the green fields again...
!! write (save to disc) a preset by alt-clicking on the right side of an act's title.
(windows-only: due to a bug in the max-windows-version the menu will not interact with the mouse.
you have to release the mousebutton on top of "write" and then choose refresh from
the ho_st's title_menu. this will hopefully be fixed soon.)
a menu will pop up, choose "write" and type in a name.
from now on this preset will appear in this menu, ready to get recalled.
these presets are stored in the folder lloopp.presets, look for it in the finder/explorer
every act has subfolders there. modul.ator's presets are stored in "lloopp.presets/modul.atorP/"

tetris
shift-click on the right side of the act-title and lets choose "oscilator". 
the layout changes, but all the parameters will stay unchanged, even if they are "hidden".
choose "tetris" from the same menu (shift-click) to open the tetris-patch.
there you can select any user-interface (or the window) with the second menu, and
change its position or size.
store tetris-settings by pressing "write" in the tetris-window.
modul.ator's tetris-settings are store in: "lloopp.presets/modul.atorT/"
the tetris-window will come with more comfortable features somewhen.
its not always intuitive to find a single user-interface by name, you can
toggle "hide" to see which one is selected... 

environments
there are two or three example-environments in the menu just above the clock in "ho_st"
(environment_menu). they are not that musically thrilling but show some
approaches.
try the presets in modul.ators and vbap@ from environment "ring_beginner".


























































